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I have the Dual Shock 3 controller (the one I use for PS3) and the 360 controller plugged into my computer and I have set xpadder to move to the respective buttons on the Dual Shock 3 controller and the 360 controller and both work. You need to configure the 360 and your Dual Shock 3 with xpadder (so xpadder knows what button on the 360 controller means what button on the Dual Shock 3 controller). xpadder profiles for tomb raider 2013 For 360 Left Shoulder
Button = L2 Left Stick Right = R2 Left Stick Left = L3 Right Shoulder Button = R3 D-pad = L2 For Dual Shock 3 Left Shoulder Button = L2 Left Stick Left = L3 Left Stick Right = R2 Right Shoulder Button = R3 D-pad = L2 You can use Xpadder and move it to whichever way you like and assign your keys accordingly. xpadder profiles for tomb raider 2013 You have to change the key mapping in xpadder to something you like and then in the game you can press the

key you have mapped to to move to a certain spot in the map. xpadder profiles for tomb raider 2013 Also you might find this to be helpful xpadder key mapping on ps3 for tomb raider You can do it the other way around to have it mapped to the 360 controller. In Tomb Raider if you hold the L2 button on the Dual Shock 3 controller you go right, and hold the R2 button on the Dual Shock 3 controller and you go down. And for the mouse, you can remap the mouse
buttons to whatever button you want. PS: Tomb Raider 2013 is all about R2/R3 and L2/L3 for XBOX and 360 controllers And the PS3 version is similar. xpadder profiles for tomb raider 2013 Haven't tried the PS3 version yet though. Is there a way to change the button layout on the controller for other games? xpadder profiles for tomb raider 2013 Yes. You can click the configuration icon in the bottom right of xpadder and then click "Edit configurations
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Phylogenetic tree of ribosomal RNA gene sequences of *A*. *fulica* in Iran and other geographic regions. (TIF) 2d92ce491b
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